This paper investigates new transmission techniques for clustered feedback-based wireless networks that are characterized by energy and secrecy constraints. The proposed schemes incorporate multiuser diversity gain with an appropriate power allocation (PA) in order to support a defined Quality-of-Service (QoS) and jointly achieve lifetime maximization and confidentiality. We show that an adaptive PA scheme that adjusts the transmitted power using instantaneous feedback and suspends the transmission when the required power is higher than a threshold significantly prolongs the network lifetime without affecting the QoS of the network. In addition, the adaptation of the transmitted power on the main link improves the secrecy of the network and efficiently protects the source message from eavesdropper attacks. The proposed scheme improves network's confidentiality without requiring any information about the eavesdropper channel and is suitable for practical applications. Another objective of the paper is the energy analysis of networks by taking into account processing and maintenance energy cost at the transmitters. We demonstrate that the combination of PA with an appropriate switch-off mechanism, that allows the source to transmit for an appropriate fraction of the time, significantly extends the network lifetime. All the proposed protocols are evaluated by theoretical and simulation results.
Introduction
Recent studies have shown that the Base Station (BS) and its associated operations are the main cause of power consumption in the modern wireless networks [1] . This result in combination with a continuing expansion of the current networks increases the demands on energy sources as well as some serious environmental issues like the increase of CO 2 emissions to the atmosphere [1, 2] . Therefore, a network design that efficiently uses its available energy resources is an urgent and important research topic. On the other hand, due to the broadcast nature of the transmission, the source message can be received from all the users that are within the transmission range, and therefore secure communication is also of importance. In this paper, we focus on wireless networks with energy and secrecy constraints and investigate some transmission techniques that improve network lifetime and confidentiality for users.
Several physical (PHY) layer techniques that decrease the network's energy requirements and extend the network lifetime have been proposed in the literature. In [3, 4] the authors introduce multihop transmission in order to reduce the energy consumption and they prove that short intermediate transmissions can result in significant energy savings. Accordingly, the channel capacity gain that arises from the cooperative diversity concept also yields a decrease in the required transmitted power. The energy efficiency of different relaying techniques is discussed in [5] [6] [7] [8] , and several relay selection metrics that incorporate instantaneous channelfeedback with residual energy in order to achieve lifetime improvements are presented in [9] . In addition, appropriate resource allocation strategies can minimize the energy consumption of a wireless network. The impact of scheduling on the network lifetime for different levels of channel knowledge is presented in [10] , and several power allocation (PA) techniques which minimize the average transmission power for different network configurations are discussed in [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, in addition to the energy cost associated with the transmission process, data processing and system maintenance also contribute to the energy consumption at the transmitters [6] . In [14] , the authors take into account the processing cost and they prove that dedicated relaying (fixed relaying) is more energy efficient than user cooperation (mobile relaying). Finally, a burst transmission system that switches off the transmitter for a fraction of time in order to reduce the processing cost and accumulate energy for future transmissions is analyzed in [15, 16] from an information theoretic standpoint. However, the quality of the instantaneous link is not taken into account, and PA as well as QoS issues are not discussed.
As for secure communication, various PHY layer techniques that increase the perfect secrecy capacity [17, 18] of a wireless network have recently been investigated. In [19] , the authors propose a joint scheduling and PA scheme in order to maximize security for a downlink scenario with secrecy constraints. Another PHY layer approach that employs an appropriate distributed beamforming design, which forces the source signal to be orthogonal to the instantaneous eavesdropper channel, has been reported in [20, 21] . The application of the cooperative (relaying) concept at the PHY layer as a means to protect the source message from the eavesdropper was proposed in [22] . Finally, in [23] , the authors introduce a jammer node that generates artificial interference in order to confuse the eavesdropper and maximize the secure rate. However, most of the existing works require a knowledge of the instantaneous eavesdropper links and therefore their practical application is limited. Furthermore, it is worth noting that in the current literature, network lifetime and PHY layer security are considered as two separate and independent problems, and therefore existing solutions may not deal with both issues in the most efficient way.
In this paper, we investigate some new transmission techniques that jointly achieve lifetime maximization and confidentiality improvements. Based on a clustered network topology with available channel feedback, we investigate two main transmission techniques that combine the multiuser diversity (MUD) concept [24] , [25, Chapter 6] with an appropriate PA scheme under a target outage probability constraint. The first transmission approach employs a constant PA scheme and uses the MUD gain in order to save energy and protect the source message against potential attacks. The second approach uses more efficiently the available channel feedback and extracts the MUD gain by employing an adaptive PA scheme. This adaptive PA adjusts the transmitted power on the instantaneous quality of the link and suspends the transmission if the required power is higher than a selected threshold. We show that this scheme significantly increases the lifetime of the network and improves the PHY layer security for high target outage probabilities. It is worth noting that the proposed schemes are independent of the eavesdropper link (in contrast to previously reported work [19, 20, 23] which assumes that the instantaneous eavesdropper link can be estimated) and thus are suitable for practical applications where the knowledge of the instantaneous sourceeavesdropper link is not available. Another contribution of the paper is the study of scenarios with high processing and maintenance cost. An appropriate burst transmission that switches off the transmitter for a fraction of time is integrated to the proposed PA schemes in order to minimize the total energy cost at the transmitters. We note that the bursty approach concerns scenarios with high processing and maintenance cost at the transmitter and is analyzed from a lifetime standpoint; an overall system optimization that employs bursty transmission in order to also establish a secure communication is beyond the scope of this paper. The lifetime and secrecy performance of the investigated schemes is analyzed theoretically, and simulation results validate the enhancements of the proposed schemes. This work is an extension of our previous work [26] where an adaptive PA and a routing scheme for a relaying configuration have been investigated in order to reduce energy consumption. However, in that work, MUD techniques, secrecy issues, and processing energy cost have not been discussed. To the best of our knowledge the combination of MUD with PA under a defined QoS constraint and towards a jointly optimization of network's lifetime and confidentiality is proposed in this paper for the first time.
The contribution of the paper is three-fold.
(1) The combination of a constant PA scheme with the MUD under a predefined QoS constraint. The extraction of the MUD gain improves both network lifetime and confidentiality (joint optimization).
(2) The investigation of an adaptive PA scheme that adjusts the transmitted power to the instantaneous quality of the channel. MUD gain and adaptive PA further improve the network lifetime and the confidentiality of the network (joint optimization).
(3) The development of a bursty transmission mechanism that takes into account the processing and the maintenance cost at the transmitters. Bursty transmission is combined with the proposed PA techniques in order to minimize the total energy cost. It is introduced as an efficient technique to increase the lifetime of a network with a high "offline" energy cost and is analyzed from an energy point of view (energy optimization).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model and presents the basic assumptions required for the analysis. Section 3 focuses on the transmission process and analyzes two main PA schemes in terms of lifetime and secrecy. In Section 4, we focus on scenarios with high processing and maintenance cost and we introduce bursty transmission for further energy savings. Numerical results are presented and discussed in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6.
. . . Figure 1 : The system model.
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System Model
In this section, we introduce the network topology and we present the main assumptions that are used for our analysis.
Network Topology.
We assume a simple configuration consisting of one source S (i.e., a base station), a cluster C = {1, . . . , K} of K destinations, and one eavesdropper node E. The time is considered slotted with each slot having a unit duration, and, at each time slot, the source transmits a message to a single destination k * ∈ C based on a time-division multiaccess (TDMA) scheme. The source has an infinite number of messages for each destination, and each message is transmitted with a rate R bits per channel use (BPCU) and considered to be confidential (should be decoded only by the corresponding destination). Although the cluster's nodes are trusted, the E node, which is within the transmission coverage of the source node, tries to overhear (decode) the source message and thus threatens the confidentiality of the cluster. Figure 1 schematically presents the system configuration.
Channel Model.
All wireless links exhibit fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The fading is assumed to be stationary, with frequency nonselective Rayleigh block fading. This means that the fading coefficients f S,k (for the S → k link where k ∈ C) and g S,E (for the S → E link) remain constant during one slot but change independently from one slot to another according to a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 f and σ 2 g , respectively. Furthermore, the variance of the AWGN is assumed normalized with zero mean and unit variance, and the channel power of the selected link is defined as f * | f S,k * | 2 . It is worth noting that the K destinations are clustered relatively close together (location-based clustering) and have the same average statistics but fade independently in each time slot; an appropriate clustering algorithm that organizes the nodes based on average SNR can support this assumption in practice [27, 28] . The instantaneous channel coefficients f S,k are known at the transmitter node and are estimated via a continuous training sequence (a feedback channel) that is transmitted by each node of the cluster. (The base station transmits a pilot signal which the cluster uses to estimate SNRs and then feeds back this information to the base station.) The tracking of the instantaneous channel quality at the source node via a feedback channel has been implemented in several modern wireless systems such as HSDPA and LTE [29] .
Energy
Assumptions. An initial energy E 0 [0] is provided to the source in order to perform communication, and E 0 [n] ≥ 0 denotes the residual energy that remains at the source node after the nth transmission. If P[n] denotes the energy cost associated with the nth transmission, the residual energy is defined as
Due to the normalized slot duration, the measures of energy and power associated with one slot transmission become identical and therefore are used equivalently throughout the paper. The energy cost associated with the channel feedback (for the tracking of the channel coefficients f S,k at the transmitter) is considered as a default and fixed cost for the network and is therefore neglected in the analysis. It is worth noting that practical systems (e.g., LTE [29] , IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS [30] ) use instantaneous signalling in order to perform communication, and therefore providing feedback is not an additional complexity for the system. A similar assumption is considered in [31] , where the energy consumption related to the RTS/CTS signalling is considered fixed and neglected in the analysis.
Network Lifetime-Metric Definition.
A main question that is discussed in this paper is how to maximize the lifetime of the clustered network considered given a predefined quality of service (QoS) performance criterion [32, 33] . If we assume that the QoS constraint refers to the maximum tolerable outage probability η, the optimization problem can be written as [9] 
where L(E 0 [0]) denotes the lifetime of the network by using an initial energy budget E 0 [0], P out (·) is the outage probability of the system, and n denotes the nth transmission. Therefore, the lifetime is the time (in terms of time slots) until the source depletes its available energy, subject to a QoS constraint (in terms of outage probability).
Secrecy Definition.
According to the principles of the PHY secrecy channel [17] , the source node transmits a confidential message to the destination node while the eavesdropper node, which is within the transmission coverage of the source node, tries to overhear (decode) the source message. If we use as a secrecy performance criterion the secrecy outage probability, defined as the probability that the instantaneous secure rate is lower than a target secrecy rate
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R S (where R S ≤ R), the secrecy performance of the system is given as [17, 18] P s-out = P log 1
where log(·) denotes the base-2 logarithm and p t is the transmitted power. In contrast to the existing literature where the minimization of the secrecy outage probability assumes knowledge of the instantaneous eavesdropper link (|g S,E | 2 ), here, we are interested in PHY layer techniques that are independent of the eavesdropper link and therefore are suitable for practical applications. The secrecy outage probability is an appropriate design metric when a fixed (Wyner) code chosen in advance is used for all channel conditions. However, the practical suitability of this metric is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [34] (code construction based on secrecy outage probability).
MUD and PA towards Lifetime Maximization and Security
The MUD concept is related to an opportunistic scheduler (OS) that, at each time, selects as a destination the node with the strongest channel to the source. According to [24] and [25, Chapter 6] when channel side information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, the above scheduling policy uses more efficiently the common channel resources and maximizes the total and the individual throughput. The opportunistic scheduling decision can be written as
where k * denotes the selected destination. Due to the cluster configuration considered, where nodes fade independently but with the same statistics, each node is selected with the same probability, (due to the symmetric channel model considered, each node is selected with a probability 1/K [30] ) and therefore fairness as well as latency issues are not discussed further in this paper. In the following subsections, we investigate two combinations of the MUD concept with PA and we discuss the associated lifetime and secrecy performance.
3.1.
A Constant PA Policy. The first approach incorporates the above MUD concept with a constant PA policy and is used as a conventional protocol; it is the scheme against which all the proposed schemes are compared. The source transmits its message to the selected destination, which has the strongest link with the source, by using a constant transmitted power for each transmission. This constant PA policy is related to the required QoS and corresponds to the minimum power level that must be transmitted by the source in order to support the target outage probability. More specifically, the transmitted power that supports a target outage probability η is calculated by solving the outage probability expression with respect to the transmitted power as follows:
where
K denotes the CDF of the random variable f * (by applying order statistics), λ f 1/σ 2 f , and P 0 is the transmitted power.
Lifetime Performance.
In each transmission slot, the source selects the node with the best link as a destination and transmits its message with a constant power P 0 . This means that after each transmission, the residual energy is decreased by P 0 and therefore the source is active until its residual power becomes less than P 0 . Based on this discussion, the lifetime of the network is defined as
where x denotes the nearest integer to x towards zero.
Secrecy Performance.
Due to the broadcast nature of the transmission, the source message is also received by the eavesdropper node E via the direct link S → E. The secrecy performance of MUD with a constant PA is expressed as
where V (·) denotes the CDF of the random variable f * /g which is given in Appendix A. As can be seen from (6), the secrecy outage probability of the system does not depend on the transmitted power P 0 and therefore is not a function of the parameter η (different QoS constraints correspond to the same secrecy performance). On the other hand, we can see that the OS affects the secrecy performance of the EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 5 system by decreasing the secrecy outage probability as the cardinality K of the cluster increases. Therefore diversity gain is introduced as an efficient mechanism to protect the source message without any explicit knowledge of the S → E link.
An Instantaneous
Channel-Based PA. The second approach incorporates the MUD with an instantaneous channel-based PA in order to prolong the network lifetime and improve the secrecy performance of the system. This protocol uses channel feedback efficiently, which is available in the system for the implementation of the MUD, and adapts the PA policy to the instantaneous channel conditions without an extra overhead. More specifically, based on the instantaneous quality of the selected link, the source measures the minimum required transmitted power/energy in order to deliver its data correctly to the selected destination. The required transmitted power can be calculated by the expression of the instantaneous capacity as follows:
where P T denotes the required instantaneous transmitted power for successful decoding. The combination of the instantaneous transmitted power P T with the required constant transmitted power P 0 in (4), which supports the outage probability constraint η, enables an adaptive PA policy to be used. This adaptive PA is described by two cases: (a) the source transmits with a power P T if P T ≤ P 0 , and (b) the source postpones the transmission if P T > P 0 . The basic motivation of this scheme is to avoid scenarios with wasted power consumption (i.e., the destination cannot decode the source message or the source transmits with a power higher than required) and thus to save energy without affecting the outage or the latency performance of the constant PA protocol. (The instantaneous channel-based PA postpones the source transmission when the channel is in outage therefore the data packet delay (measured in terms of time slots) is similar to the baseline constant PA scheme; an unused time slot in the adaptive PA scheme does not convey any information to the destination in the constant PA scheme and thus the delay performance is not affecting.) The adaptive PA policy is formulated as
where P 1 denotes the transmitted power.
Lifetime Performance.
According to (8) , the transmitted power/energy is a random variable with an average value that can be calculated as
where E i (x) ∞ x exp(−t)/t dt denotes the exponential integral and y(·) is the probability density function (PDF) of the random variable P T , whose derivation is given in Appendix B. Therefore the lifetime of the network becomes equal to
Secrecy Performance.
The secrecy outage probability of the system can be written as
where U(·) denotes the cumulative density function (CDF) of the random variable f * /g with f * > f 0 and its analytical expression is given in Appendix A. The above expression shows that in contrast to the constant PA scheme, here, the secrecy outage probability also depends on the parameter P 0 and therefore on the target outage probability η. Furthermore, a direct comparison of (6) and (11) reveals that P s-out1 < P s-out0 for moderate values (η is much greater than zero.) of η and the secrecy gain of the instantaneous scheme becomes larger as the cardinality of the cluster K increases (the function Ψ( f 0 ) in (A.1) of Appendix A is an increasing function with respect to the parameters η and K). This observation demonstrates that the combination of the MUD concept with an instantaneous PA policy jointly improves the lifetime and the secrecy performance (for moderate values of η) of the network. Furthermore, the improvement in the secrecy performance is achieved without any interaction with the eavesdropper link (i.e., estimation of the instantaneous S → E link), and therefore the instantaneous PA policy is introduced as an efficient practical PHY layer technique for systems with secrecy limitations (in practical systems the location of the eavesdropper node is unknown).
For extremely small values of η (η → 0), the threshold f 0 tends to zero ( f 0 → 0) and, according to Appendix A, U(0, x) = V (x). For this special case, we have that
and therefore the constant PA scheme outperforms the instantaneous PA scheme in terms of secrecy outage probability for small values of η. However, it is worth noting that for small secrecy target rates R S (i.e., R S → 0), both schemes achieve the same secrecy performance.
Burst Transmission and PA towards Decreasing the Processing Cost
In practical systems the energy consumption at the transmitter consists of the energy associated with the transmission process and the energy associated with the data processing and the system maintenance. The maintenance energy represents the "offline" energy cost that is required in order to maintain the transmitter's infrastructure (i.e., cooling operations, control signalling, and network connectivity), and the processing energy cost corresponds to the required energy in order to form the source message (i.e., transmission operations like modulation, coding, etc.). In the previous section, the analysis has focused on the transmission process by assuming that the processing and the maintenance cost is negligible. In this section, we relax this assumption and we study energy efficient transmission techniques that take into account both types of energy consumption at the transmitter. We note that the bursty transmission is introduced here as an efficient technique in order to increase the lifetime of the network when the transmitter is characterized by high "offline" energy costs; the impact of the bursty transmission on the secrecy performance of the system is beyond the scope of this paper and can be considered for future work.
The Burst Transmission and Capacity Model. The total energy that is consumed at the transmitter depends on the fraction of time that the transmitter is "on." This observation motivates the investigation of sleeping (bursty) transmission techniques that switch off the transmitter for a fraction of time in order to reduce energy expenditure. If p t (θ) denotes the total energy (including the transmission, processing, and maintenance cost) that is consumed at the transmitter and Γ is the processing and maintenance cost, the instantaneous channel capacity expression that integrates the switch-off operation is written as [15, 16] 
where θ ∈ [0 1] is the fraction of time that the transmitter is active and f denotes the channel coefficient. In the following, we introduce some transmission techniques that minimize the total energy cost without affecting the outage performance of the system. For the sake of the simplicity and in order to focus on the impact of the bursty transmission on the lifetime of the network, the analysis here focuses on a single destination scheme (K = 1), but it can easily be extended to MUD applications (with K > 1); the combination of bursty transmission with MUD increases further the lifetime of the network. Furthermore, it is worth noting that although the energy model considered assumes a constant data processing and maintenance cost (for the time that the transmitter is "on") [15, 16] , it is a guideline for more complicated cases and allows some interesting remarks about the impact of this type of energy cost on the lifetime of the network. A more sophisticated data processing energy model will be investigated in our future work.
4.1.
A Constant PA Policy. The first approach uses a constant PA policy at the transmitter and corresponds to a fixed total energy cost. More specifically, for the single destination configuration considered, we assume that an average knowledge of the source-destination link is available. In this case, the total energy cost that supports the target outage probability is given by solving the outage probability expression with respect to P 0 (θ) as follows:
where the approximation in (14) is tight when the SNR is high for the desired rate R and is used in order to simplify our derivations. As the total energy cost is a function of the parameter θ, an appropriate switch-off mechanism can result in significant energy savings. This switch-off mechanism corresponds to the solution of the following optimization problem:
where W(·) denotes the Lambert W function defined as
For small values of η (as η → 0), the optimal parameter θ * becomes equal to one, and according to (15) the transmission energy cost (the first term in (15)) dominates the total energy cost P 0 (θ) ≈ (2 R − 1)/η Γ. For very low η, the required transmitted power/energy is significantly increased and becomes the main cause of energy consumption at the transmitter.
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The lifetime of the network becomes equal to
4.
2. An Instantaneous Channel-Based PA Policy. In an equivalent way with the scheme proposed in Section 2.2, the second approach employs an instantaneous channel-based PA policy. Based on a continuous and instantaneous channel feedback (similar to this one that is used for the employment of the MUD concept), the transmitter measures the quality of the source-destination link and calculates the minimum required power in order to establish a successful communication with the destination. The combination of this calculated power amount with the constant PA policy proposed in the previous section enables the employment of an adaptive PA strategy that results in power savings. More specifically, for an instantaneous SNR equal to f , the required total energy cost equals to
As the instantaneous total energy cost is a function of the parameter θ, an appropriate sleep mechanism enables a further energy reduction. The appropriate transmission fraction of the time is given as θ * * = arg min
The adaptive PA policy is formulated as
where the random variable P 1 denotes the transmitted power. The lifetime of the network that is yielded from the application of the above instantaneous PA policy is given by
Due to the complexity of the PDF of the random variable P T (θ * * ), the mean value of the random variable P 1 as well as the associated lifetime of the network is evaluated via numerical results in Section 5. However, in order to propose a theoretical estimate of the lifetime, in the following discussion, we investigate a useful lower bound.
A Lower Bound. The proposed lower bound assumes a constant transmission fraction of the time that is given as
denotes the expectation operation (i.e., for R = 2 BPCU and Γ = 1000 energy units, we have P{Λ < 1} = 1 and
295, where the integral is calculated numerically). In this case, the mean value of the random variable P 1 becomes equal to
where the above expression uses the proof in Appendix B. Therefore the lifetime of the network is approximated as
Numerical Results
Computer simulations have been carried out in order to validate the performance of the proposed schemes. The simulation environment follows the description in Section 2 with E [0] = 10 6 energy units, R = 2 BPCU, λ f = 1, and λ g = 10 (the source-cluster link is much better than the source-eavesdropper link).
In Table 1 , we focus on the transmission energy cost (Γ = 0) and we compare the constant and the instantaneous PA schemes in terms of lifetime for different values of K and target outage probabilities η. In the same table, we present the theoretical results (analytical values of the lifetime) that are provided by the proposed analytical methods; the analytical results are given in parentheses. The first important observation is that the target outage probability η has a significant impact on the network lifetime. As the outage probability η decreases, the required transmitted power is increased by significantly reducing the network's lifetime. On the other hand, the instantaneous PA policy outperforms the constant PA scheme and significantly extends the network's lifetime (i.e., for K = 1 and η = 10 −4 , we have a gain factor G 10 −4 L 1 /L 0 = 10187). In addition, the performance gain is increased as the target outage probability η decreases (i.e., for
. The most important observation concerns the impact of the MUD concept on the network's lifetime. As the cardinality K of the cluster increases, the lifetime of the network is maximized; that is, for η = 10 −4 , the gain for a constant PA policy for
11707. An increase of the cluster's cardinality improves the quality of the selected link and corresponds to a reduction on the required transmitted power. Furthermore, it can be seen that the combination of the MUD concept with the instantaneous PA policy is the 8 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking optimal scheme and offers the maximal network lifetime. This combination uses more efficiently the MUD channel feedback and enjoys the benefits of both the adaptive PA and the MUD. As far as the theoretical results are concerned, it can be seen that the theoretical values that are provided by the proposed analysis efficiently approximate the true (simulated) values. Figure 2 plots the secrecy outage probability achieved by the constant and instantaneous PA schemes versus the target outage probability η for K = 1, 3, 4, and a target secrecy rate equals R S = 0.1 BPCU. The first observation is that the secrecy performance of the constant PA scheme is independent of the target outage probability η and therefore converges to a constant value. This result is in line with the analysis in (6) and reveals the constant PA scheme is not able to protect the confidentiality of the network. However, as the cardinality of the cluster increases, the secrecy performance is improved (converges to a lower floor). This result shows that the exploitation of MUD improves the capacity of the sourcedestination link and provides a mechanism for protection for the source message. On the other hand, the instantaneous PA scheme achieves a lower secrecy outage probability than the constant PA scheme for high η. This observation is justified by the analysis in (11) and shows that an instantaneous PA strategy not only extends the network lifetime but also achieves a higher confidentiality. However, as the target outage probability decreases, its secrecy gain decreases and converges to the secrecy performance of the constant PA scheme as η tends to zero (see (20) ). In addition, it can be seen that the MUD significantly improves the secrecy gain of the instantaneous PA scheme (the gain becomes higher as K increases). The MUD provides a mechanism of message protection, which in combination with the instantaneous PA policy further boosts the secrecy of the network. Figure 3 deals with the efficiency of the proposed switchoff scheme in scenarios with a critical processing and maintenance cost. More specifically, Figure 3 compares (based on EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 9 simulation results) the constant and the instantaneous PA schemes in terms of lifetime for a processing cost Γ = 1000 energy units (a value that corresponds to a high energy processing cost) and different values of the target outage probability. The scenarios θ * ≡ 1 and θ * * ≡ 1 are used as a reference for comparison. For the constant PA scheme, it can be seen that the parameter θ * has an important impact on the network's lifetime. For high values of η, the optimal transmission fraction θ * becomes less than one and results in significant energy savings. For example, for η = 0.1, the lifetime gain is equal to G 10 −1 L 1 /L 0 ≈ 2 which corresponds to doubling the lifetime. A comparison of these results with the scenario of a negligible processing cost presented in Table 1 shows that the consideration of the processing cost significantly reduces the network lifetime (for η = 10 −2 , the lifetime achieved by the constant PA scheme reduced from L 0 = 3350 timeslots to L 0 = 882.5 timeslots). On the other hand, as η → 0, the optimal θ * becomes equal to one and the processing cost dominates the total energy cost; in this case, the results presented in Table 1 and Figure 3 become equivalent (for
On the other hand, in accordance with the scenario of a negligible processing cost, the instantaneous PA scheme significantly extends the network lifetime. The lifetime gain becomes higher as the target outage probability decreases (i.e.,
In addition, the parameter θ * * has a significant impact on the lifetime performance. As can be seen, the optimal parameter θ * * extends the network lifetime in comparison with the case where θ * * ≡ 1, while the energy cost seems to be constant for θ * * ≡ 1. The main reason for this observation is that, for θ * * ≡ 1, the processing cost is the main energy cost at the transmitter (the second term dominates the expression in (18) ) and therefore the lifetime is almost independent of the target outage probability η. As far as the proposed estimation is concerned (Θ = E[θ * * ]), we can see that it efficiently approximates the true lifetime of the network (corresponding to the optimal θ * * ) and provides a useful theoretical lower bound. It is worth noting that the quality of the estimation is improved as the target outage probability η increases.
Conclusion
This paper considered the transmission process in clustered wireless networks with energy and secrecy constraints. Two main techniques that incorporate the MUD gain with a PA have been investigated. The first approach employs a constant PA that is a function of the required QoS and uses the MUD gain as an efficient mechanism to protect the source message and prolong the network's lifetime. The second approach adapts the transmitted power on the instantaneous channel quality and switches off the transmission in outage conditions without affecting the QoS. The combination of this adaptive PA scheme with the MUD gain significantly extends the network lifetime and improves the confidentiality. In addition, scenarios with a high processing and maintenance energy cost have been investigated. We have shown that the application of an appropriate burst transmission to the proposed PA techniques significantly reduces the total energy cost at the transmitter. The enhancements of the proposed schemes have been validated by extended numerical and theoretical results.
Appendices
A. The CDF of the Random Variable f * /g with f * > f 0
Let f * be a random variable which is equal to the maximum of K independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables with parameter λ f , and let the constraint f * > f 0 , where f 0 > 0 is a constant. If g is an exponential random variable with parameter λ g , the CDF of the random variable Z f * /g is given as with a PDF equal to
(B.2)
